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ABSTRACT
Many platforms collect crowdsourced information primarily from
volunteers. As this type of knowledge curation has become wide-
spread, contribution formats vary substantially and are driven by
diverse processes across differing platforms. Thus, models for one
platform are not necessarily applicable to others. Here, we study
the temporal dynamics of Genius, a platform primarily designed
for user-contributed annotations of song lyrics. A unique aspect of
Genius is that the annotations are extremely local — an annotated
lyric may just be a few lines of a song — but also highly related,
e.g., by song, album, artist, or genre.
We analyze several dynamical processes associated with lyric an-
notations and their edits, which differ substantially from models for
other platforms. For example, expertise on song annotations follows
a “U shape” where experts are both early and late contributors with
non-experts contributing intermediately; we develop a user utility
model that captures such behavior. We also find several contribu-
tion traits appearing early in a user’s lifespan of contributions that
distinguish (eventual) experts from non-experts. Combining our
findings, we develop a model for early prediction of user expertise.
1 CROWDSOURCED LYRIC ANNOTATION
“Lookin’ around and all I see
Is a big crowd that’s product of me”
— Kendrick Lamar, A.D.H.D
Online platforms for crowdsourced information such asWikipedia
and Stack Exchange provide massive amounts of diverse informa-
tion to people across the world. While different platforms have
varying information structure and goals, they share a fundamental
similarity: the source of the content is a community of users who
contribute their time and expertise to curate knowledge. Under-
standing the users that enable the success of these platforms is vital
to ensure the continual expansion of their utility to the general
public, but doing so requires special consideration of the particular
structure and form of information that users contribute.
The activity and expertise distribution amongst users on these
crowdsourced information platforms is often heavy-tailed, and
there is substantial effort in both understanding the sets of users
that make meaningful and/or voluminous contributions [24, 25],
and how contributions change over time [5]. One example problem
is expertise detection [40]. On platforms such as Quora and the
TurboTax live community, experts are not clearly defined but lon-
gitudinal data can help identify experts [25, 29]. In contrast, Stack
Exchange users have explicit reputation scores accumulated over
time, and there is a focus on early determination of user expertise,
See https://github.com/cptq/genius-expertise for the dataset and code to re-
produce experiments.
Figure 1: Screenshot of an annotation of the lyrics: “I’m livin’
big, I swear to God I’m Liu Kang kickin’" in Young Thug’s
song Digits. (https://genius.com/8869644). (Left) Most re-
cent state of the annotation as ofMay 2020. (Right) Two edits
of the annotation. The bottom version is the third edit and
the top is the fourth edit. This annotation has contributions
from high-IQ users and contains rich structure such as hy-
perlinks, a quote, and an image — all examples of what we
call quality tags (Section 3.1).
where ex ante predictions leverage user behavior and their temporal
dynamics [26, 38].
Here, we take expertise detection and characterization as test
problems to study the temporal dynamics of user contributions on
Genius (genius.com), a platform primarily for crowdsourced lyric
transcriptions and annotations of songs. Genius was launched as
Rap Genius (after a brief stint as Rap Exegesis) in 2009, focusing on
the lyrical interpretation of English rap songs.1 Since then, Genius
has grown to encompass lyrics in many genres and languages, and
alexa.com ranks the web site 408th in terms of global engagement
as of May 2020.2
On Genius, lyrics are originally sourced from users who work
together to transcribe songs. After, users annotate the lyrics for
interpretation, and the annotations are edited over time (Fig. 1). The
structure of annotations on Genius differs substantially from that of
contributions on other large and popular crowdsourced platforms
such as Stack Exchange, Quora, and Wikipedia. For one, Genius
1https://genius.com/Genius-about-genius-annotated
2https://alexa.com/siteinfo/genius.com
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has no explicit question-and-answer format. Instead, the transcrip-
tion of newly released songs offers an implicit question generation
mechanism, namely, what is the meaning of these lyrics? Similar to
Wikipedia, annotations are continually edited to provide a singular
authoritative narrative. However, annotations are extremely local-
ized in the song; an annotated lyric may be just a couple of bars
in a rap song or the chorus of a folk song. Still, annotations are re-
lated within lyrics of the same song, album, artist, or genre. Finally,
the content is much less formal than Wikipedia; annotations often
contain slang, jokes, and profanity. The unique structure of Genius
leads to user dynamics that do not align with existing models for
other crowdsourced information sites.
We focus much of our analysis on user IQ — Genius’s aggregate
measure of user experience and activity that is analogous to repu-
tation on Stack Exchange — which also serves as a proxy for user
expertise. While tools from the study of other crowdsourced infor-
mation sites apply to user behavior and IQ on Genius, the structure
of annotations also necessitates specialized metrics. Thus, we define
metrics of annotation quality, coverage of lyrics by annotations,
and lyric originality, which help uncover key characteristics of user
contribution behavior that distinguish experts.
We find several patterns in the temporal dynamics of annota-
tions and subsequent edits on Genius that have not been observed
in prior studies of other crowdsourced information platforms. One
distinguishing set of characteristics are “U-shaped” relationships
in annotations made on a song over time. For example, early an-
notations on a song are made by experienced users, intermediate
annotations are made by less-experienced users, and the most re-
cent annotations are again made by experienced users. The quality
of annotations and originality of annotated lyrics also largely follow
this pattern — the earliest and latest annotations are on average of
higher quality and on more original lyrics. We conceptualize this
through an IQ diamond (^), in which an annotation travels from
top to bottom, being considered by experienced users in the narrow
top and bottom, and by the bulk of less-experienced users in the
wider middle.
Our IQ diamondmodel for annotation dynamics contrasts sharply
with answer arrival dynamics on Stack Overflow. For example,
Anderson et al. [5] described a “reputation pyramid” model of
user organization in which questions are first answered by higher-
reputation users and then by lower-reputation users. This Stack
Overflow model does not work as a model for Genius annotations,
as it does not explain the increasing IQ in the later song annotations.
Furthermore, the model does not agree with the editing dynamics
on Genius; later edits on an annotation tend to be made by more
experienced users and increase the quality of the annotation.
To explain the materialization of the IQ diamond and to fur-
ther understand latent factors inducing user annotation patterns,
we develop a model of user utility based on network effects and
congestion. In this model, users of different experience levels gain
different utility from creating new annotations on a song, given the
fraction of lyrics that are already annotated. Fitting simple paramet-
ric functions for network effects and congestion matches empirical
differences in user behavior between high- and low-IQ users.
Similar to studies on Stack Overflow [24] and various rating
sites [13, 22], we also analyze user evolution stratified by eventual
IQ levels. We find inherent traits of eventual experts visible in
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Figure 2: (Left) Distribution of annotation counts of users.
(Right) Distribution of annotation counts on songs.
their early contributions: even in their first annotations on the site,
eventual experts create higher quality annotations, are more often
an early annotator on a song, are more often an early editor of an
annotation, and annotate lyrics that are more original. We use these
features to design a simple discriminative model that successfully
makes early predictions of eventual super experts — users with
very high IQ on the site.
1.1 Additional Related Work
The basic statistics of Genius have been analyzed and the trust-
worthiness of annotations has been modelled [2, 3]. More broadly,
the platform is used for African American literature courses [31]
and for understanding music history [14]. In this paper, we analyze
Genius in the context of other well-studied crowdsourced infor-
mation sites, such as Stack Overflow [30, 32, 36], Quora [21, 39]
Yahoo Answers [1], and Wikipedia [7, 23]. The temporal dynamics
of user activity on such sites have been studied in several con-
texts [4, 5, 19, 27, 29].
Expertise plays a central role in the study of crowdsourced in-
formation. For example, employee-labeled “superusers” have been
studied in the TurboTax live community [25], and Quora’s manually
identified “TopWriters” can be identified by temporal behavior [29].
On Stack Overflow, early user activity and textual features have
been used for predicting eventual experts [24, 26, 38].
2 DATA DESCRIPTION
We scraped data directly from genius.com with crawls running
from September 2019 to January 2020. We refer to any page with
lyrics as a song, even though a small fraction of these pages corre-
spond to other content such as transcriptions of podcasts or parts
of a movie. Users create annotations on specific lyrics within a song
(often, an annotated lyric may be just a few lines). After an anno-
tation is made, users can create an edit for an annotation, and the
most recent version of the annotation is displayed on the web page.
We collected lyrics, annotations, and edits from 223,257 songs.
Of these, 33,543 songs have at least one annotation. In total, we
collected 322,613 annotations and 869,763 edits made by 65,378
users. For each annotation, we have the complete edit history and
content. We also have timestamps on every annotation and edit.
Annotation and edit content consists of text and HTML.
For each user, we have every annotation and edit that they have
made on the collected songs. We also recorded the IQ of each user,
which, as mentioned in the introduction, is a quantity analogous
to reputation on Stack Exchange. IQ is an aggregate measure that
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accounts for various contributions on Genius, such as writing an-
notations and transcribing songs. A user accumulates more IQ if
their annotation earns upvotes from other users.3 We find that the
distribution of the number of annotations made by a user and the
number of annotations on a song are heavy tailed (Fig. 2).
In addition to annotations and edits, we also collected other
Genius user actions such as suggestions, questions, answers, com-
ments, and transcriptions. We say that a user has contributed to a
song if they have recorded some interaction with the song.
3 METRICS FOR ANNOTATIONS
The annotations that users create and edit on Genius are a unique
form of crowd contribution. In order to study user behavior and
dynamics, we first define metrics for annotation related to quality,
coverage, and originality.
3.1 Annotation Quality
To better understand the generation of content on Genius, we would
like to quantify the quality of an annotation. We find that an ef-
fective proxy for quality is simply the number of certain HTML
tags that indicate rich content creation. Specifically, we consider
the following quality tags: <a>, <img>, <iframe>, <blockquote>,
<twitter-widget>, <ul>, <ol>, and <embedly-embed>. The anno-
tation in Figure 1 has three unique quality tags: <blockquote>,
<img>, and <a>.
Many of these quality tags are found to be associated with qual-
ity of user-generated content in other sites. For instance, featured
articles on Wikipedia have more links and images than other arti-
cles [34], the probability of answer acceptance on Stack Overflow
positively correlates with number of URLs in the answer [11], and
the probability of retweeting on Twitter positively correlates with
the presence of URLs in the tweet [35]. Later, we will show that
higher quality tag counts in annotations distinguishes high-IQ users,
even on their earliest annotations on the site.
We also measure annotation quality by length, i.e., the number
of characters in the content. This has been an effective metric
for quality of content in Wikipedia, Yahoo Answers, and Stack
Exchange [1, 8, 17, 34]. In later sections, we detail nuances in using
annotation length as a proxy for annotation quality, as we find
evidence that possible time-pressure to annotate early may cause
the first annotations on a song to be shorter.
3.2 Annotation Coverage
The extent to which crowdsourced contributions satisfy the needs
of information seekers is vital to a platform’s success. To this end,
we consider coverage, or the amount of the information sought
by visitors that is actually present on the site. Various notions
of coverage have been used for analyzing Stack Overflow discus-
sions [28], accuracy on Wikipedia [16, 23], and topical concerns of
Wikipedia [10, 33].
As the fundamental function of Genius is to provide annotations
on documents, we study coverage of lyrics by annotations. While
some lyrics may be fillers or seemingly lack meaning, there is often
still potential for interesting annotations. For example, annotations
3https://genius.com/10606101
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Figure 3: Mean annotation coverage as a function of number
of contributing users on a song (left) and number of page
views on a song (right), computed over songs with at least
one annotation. Increased popularity with site contributors
and visitors correlates with higher coverage. (Note: Genius
only lists view counts for songs with at least 5,000 views).
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Figure 4: Mean annotation coverage over songs as a func-
tion of number of page views, stratified by songs in the up-
per third of originality (blue), and songs in the lower third
of originality (red). Songs with more original lyrics tend to
have higher annotation coverage.
on such lyrics may provide references to other similar lyrics, refer-
ences to related external social media content, or historical context.
Starting from all the lyrics of a song, we compute its annotation
coverage as follows. First, we remove lyrical headers (e.g., “[Verse
1: Kanye West]” or “[Refrain]”). This leaves L total text characters
available for coverage. Next, let A be the union of all parts of the
lyrics for which there is an annotation. Then the annotation cov-
erage for the song is A/L. We find a positive relationship between
annotation coverage and both the number of users contributing to
the song and the number of views of a song (Fig. 3).
3.3 Lyric Originality
We find that annotation coverage also depends on the originality
of the lyrics of a song. To measure originality, we first compute
inverse document frequencies (idfs), where documents are songs,
i.e., idf(w) = log(N /df(w)), where N is the total number of songs
and df(w) is the number of songs containing word w . Following
ideas from Ellis et al. [15], we define the originality of a lyric ℓ
appearing in a song as the following L-estimator:
originality(ℓ) = (p60 + p75 + p90)/3, (1)
where px denotes the xth percentile of the idf values of unique
words in ℓ. We use large percentiles as such words are of interest
to web site visitors and annotators, and many words in song lyrics
may be fillers for aesthetic reasons (e.g., leading to a rhyme). Only
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computing percentiles over unique words prevents long, repetitive
songs from achieving high originality scores. We find that more
original songs tend to have higher annotation coverage (Fig. 4).
4 DYNAMICS OF ANNOTATIONS AND EDITS
Here, we investigate relationships involving the temporal order of
annotations on a song or of edits on an annotation. We define the
time rank R of an annotation on a song as the numerical position
in which it was created; for example, the third earliest annotation
on a song has a time rank of 3. Similarly, the proportional time rank
q of an annotation for a song with at least two annotations is given
by q = (R − 1)/(n − 1), where n is the number of annotations on
the song; this measurement allows for comparison of annotations
with similar relative positions in a song’s lifespan across songs with
different numbers of annotations. We use analogous definitions for
edits on an annotation, considering the first edit on an annotation
to be the creation of the annotation itself.
Below, we analyze how temporal orders relate to both contribut-
ing users and to the content itself. One of our main findings is
that user experience and measures of annotation quality exhibit
“U-shaped” patterns with respect to the proportional time rank of
annotations. In other words, more experienced users and higher-
quality content appear both early and late in time, with less expe-
rienced users and lower quality content in the intermediary. We
develop an “IQ diamond” model of user behavior based on ideas of
economic utility. In contrast, for edits, experience and quality grow
over time.
4.1 Dynamics of Annotations
First, we analyze temporal dynamics of annotation creation. Mea-
suring the IQ of a user making an annotation as a function of the
proportional time rank (Fig. 5, top left), we find the aforementioned
“U shape”. Early annotations on a song are made by high IQ users
and then the mean IQ decreases monotonically with proportional
time rank until around half the total annotations have been made.
After these middle annotations, the mean IQ increases monoton-
ically. This differs from other platforms such as Stack Overflow,
where there is a monotonic decrease in user reputation over time [5].
We also find that the number of total annotations made by a user
follows the same trend (Fig. 5, top right). Thus, the “U shape” is
present if we measure user experience by an aggregate measure
such as IQ or simply the total number of annotations the user has
made.
We also consider annotation quality as a function of proportional
time rank (Fig. 5, bottom row). Here, the number of quality tags
follows the same “U shape”. Thus, not only are the earlier and
later annotations on songs made by more experienced users, but
in fact they are also of higher quality under this metric. However,
our other quality metric — annotation length — largely increases
with proportional time rank. A possible contributing factor is that
early annotators may feel time pressure to annotate lyrics before
others, incentivizing shorter annotations that are faster to create.
This trend indicates that annotation length measures other factors
beyond annotation quality. Such time-pressure may also explain the
somewhat lower number of quality tags for the earliest annotations
compared to the latest annotations.
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Figure 5: Various user and content statistics as a function of
the proportional time rank of an annotation. Mean IQ (top
left), total number of annotations made by the annotating
user (top right), and number of quality tags (bottom left) fol-
low a “U shape” with respect to proportional time rank.
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Figure 6: Lyric originality as a function of annotation pro-
portional time rank. Apart from the first annotation, origi-
nality follows a “U shape”.
Finally, we consider how lyric originality relates to temporal
annotation ordering. Again, for the most part, we see the familiar
“U shape” (Fig. 6), indicating that the complex lyrics are annotated
both at the beginning and end. However, the very first annotations
tend to be on lyrics with lower originality. This may be due to
users’ reluctance to annotate before there are any other annotations,
leading them to annotate simpler lyrics to get the ball rolling.
4.2 The IQ Diamond (^)
At a high level, annotation dynamics onGenius appear to bemarkedly
different from Stack Overflow. Anderson et al. [5] observed that
user reputation decreases with later answers to a given question
on Stack Overflow. From this, they develop a “reputation pyramid”
model of user behavior, where new questions are first considered
by high-reputation or experienced users before being considered
by users with less expertise. On Genius, we see the same initial
descent but then a curious ascent producing the “U shape”. On
average, early annotators are experienced users who quickly make
annotations of high quality and on more novel lyrics. After, users
with less experience make annotations of typically lower quality
on lyrics that are less novel. Finally, the late annotations are again
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made by experienced users on the remaining lyrics, which tend to
be more original. This behavior suggests an IQ diamond (^) model
for Genius, in which song lyrics are first processed by high-IQ users
that form a narrow point of the diamond, then the song opens to a
broader set of users to form the wide middle of the diamond, and
then finally narrows to the experienced users once again.
To explain the IQ diamond pattern, we develop a model of utility
for user annotation. The utility of annotating at any given time
depends on the proportion of the song that is already annotated at
that time. More annotation coverage impacts utility both positively
and negatively — one can gain more IQ by annotating songs with
more activity, but higher coverage limits the choice of lyrics that a
user may annotate. Thus, the users’ utility functions may be mod-
elled similarly to the utility of services with both (positive) network
effects and (negative) congestion effects [18]. Related models have
been employed for users on crowdsourcing systems [12].
More specifically, fix a song, and consider a population ofN users
labeled 1 to N . Let ρ ∈ RN be the vector for which the kth entry
ρk is the annotation coverage of the song by user k’s annotations,
so ρk ≥ 0 and
∑N
j=1 ρ j ∈ [0, 1]. Here we will refer to an annotation
as an infinitesimal increase in coverage. We model the expected
utility that user k would derive from adding an annotation by
uk (ρ) = bk + fk
(∑
j,k ρ j
)
− дk
(∑N
j=1 ρ j
)
, (2)
where bk , fk , and дk are such that
• bk ≥ 0 is the expected a priori personal utility that user k
derives from annotating a random lyric segment.
• fk (x) ≥ 0 is a nondecreasing function measuring the ex-
pected positive network effect when x proportion of the
lyrics are covered by other users. The positive network ef-
fect arises because users tend to gain more IQ and have their
contribution viewed by more people on songs that are more
popular. Empirically, coverage is positively correlated with
the number of song page views (Fig. 3).
• дk (x) ≥ 0 is a nondecreasing function that measures the
expected congestion effects when x proportion of the lyrics
are covered; lyrics that are already annotated cannot be
annotated by user k .
For simplicity, we only consider two types of users: high-IQ (h)
and low-IQ (l). For subsequent measurements, we consider high-
and low-IQ users as those in the top third or bottom third in IQ
over all users with at least 10 annotations.
Suppose that some user k has not yet annotated a song. Then∑
j,k ρ j =
∑
j ρ j is the annotation coverage and works as a proxy
for the proportional time rank in our infinitesimal setting. Assuming
the likelihood that user k makes an annotation is proportional to
their utilityuk (ρ), wewould see that a user wouldmake annotations
at proportional time ranks corresponding to points at which their
utility is high.
We measure this empirically by simply considering the distri-
bution of proportional time ranks of annotations made by a high-
or low-IQ user (Fig. 7). Next, we fit the model in Eq. 2 to these
approximate utility curves. To this end, we make some assumptions
on fk and дk . When there are no annotations, there are no network
or congestion effects, so fk (0) = дk (0) = 0. Both of these functions
are nonnegative and nondecreasing. We assume that fk is concave,
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Figure 7: Distribution of proportional annotation time
ranks for high-IQ (left) and low-IQ (right) users. The red bars
are histogram bins where the height is the probability den-
sity. The black curves are our utility models that are fitted
to the histogram bin midpoints (shown as yellow points).
Table 1: Fitted parameters of utility functions.
b a1 a2 c1 c2
high-IQ (h) 1.25 0.003 2.02 1.84 3.74
low-IQ (l) 1.06 0.79 1.83 0.04 1.44
which could be due to diminishing returns [12]. We also assume
that дk is concave for the same reasons. One extremely simple class
of concave functions are quadratics, so we fit fk and дk as quadratic
functions, which under these assumptions must satisfy:
fk (x) = −a(k )1 x2 + a
(k )
2 x a
(k )
1 ≥ 0,a
(k )
2 ≥ 2a
(k )
1 (3)
дk (x) = −c(k)1 x2 + c
(k )
2 x c
(k)
1 ≥ 0, c
(k)
2 ≥ 2c
(k )
1 (4)
To determine these coefficients, we take the histogram midpoints
x1, . . . ,xt and histogram heights y1, . . . ,yt from the proportional
time rank distribution (Fig. 7) and solve the linear least squares
problem
min
bk ,a
(k )
j ,c
(k )
j
∑t
j=1(bk + fk (x j ) − дk (x j ) − yj )2, (5)
subject to the constraints (3), (4), and bk ≥ 0. We solve this problem
for k ∈ {h, l} for the two sets of users. Table 1 shows the fitted
coefficients and Fig. 7 shows the resulting curves, which match the
empirical distribution.
The coefficients in Table 1 match the IQ diamond model. First,
bh > bl , which is sensible as the a priori utility that high-IQ users
receive for annotating should be higher. Indeed, high-IQ users may
derive extra benefits due to their status in Genius’s social network
or increased attention on other social media accounts linked to their
Genius profile. Also, a(h)2 < c
(h)
2 while a
(l )
2 > c
(l )
2 . Since f
′
k (0) = a
(k )
2
andд′k (0) = c
(k)
2 , these inequalities imply that when a song only has
a few annotations, high-IQ users are more influenced by the loss
in utility from congestion while low-IQ users are more positively
influenced by network effects.
Since 0 ≈ a(h)1 ≪ a
(l )
1 , network effects approximately scale
linearly for high-IQ users while they are most significant when
there are few annotations for low-IQ users. This could arise if
network effects for high-IQ users are due mostly to IQ gains from
additional views and activity on a song. Recall that users earn IQ per
upvote on their annotation, so the linearity of network effects may
be due to the approximately linear positive relationship between
song views and upvotes (r = .515). On the other hand, network
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effects for low-IQ users might come from social factors. The larger
marginal network effects felt for early annotations may be due to
desire of low-IQ users to achieve a baseline social validation that
the song is worth annotating.
For congestion effects, 0 ≈ c(l )1 ≪ c
(h)
1 . Thus, congestion approx-
imately scales linearly for low-IQ users while it is most significant
when there are few annotations for high-IQ users. One could de-
compose the congestion effect by дk (x) = дk,s (x) + дk,д(x), where
дk,s (x) is the expected utility lost due to lyrics that user k is quali-
fied to annotate having already been annotated, and дk,д(x) is the
utility lost due to other lyrics already having annotations. If дk,д(x)
is proportional to the amount of general knowledge that user k
has to annotate lyrics, we can assume it is linear. Then by concav-
ity of дk (x), дk,s (x) is also concave. With this decomposition, one
sufficient condition for the observed inequalities c(l )1 < c
(h)
1 and
c
(l )
2 < c
(h)
2 is that high-IQ users have both more specific knowledge
and general knowledge about lyrics than low-IQ users. The low
value of c(l )2 suggests that low-IQ users have little specific knowl-
edge.
4.3 Dynamics of Edits on an Annotation
The temporal dynamics of edits are quite different from that of
annotations. Around 95% of annotations have 10 edits or fewer, so
we directly study time ranks instead of proportional time ranks.
We find that users often edit their own annotations, and users
often make several consecutive edits in a row. Removing these edits
gives qualitatively similar results, so we present results over all
edits. Recall that in this section we consider the first edit to be the
creation of an annotation (the activity studied in Section 4.1).
We first find that the experience of a user — as measured by
both mean IQ and mean total number of annotations — increases
as edit time rank increases, regardless of the number of edits on
an annotation (Fig. 8, top row). This positive correlation could be
explained by hesitance of users with less skill to make edits on the
content of a user with more experience. The plots in the top row of
Fig. 8 have the opposite trend of similar plots for user reputation
on Stack Overflow [5]. Annotations also have higher quality with
more edits, as measured by both mean number of quality tags and
length (Fig. 8, bottom row); such a relationship is reasonable as
edits are meant to improve content.
We see nuance in these positive relationships when comparing
annotations with different numbers of total edits at a fixed time rank
(i.e. points at a fixed x-axis value in Fig. 8). For a fixed edit time rank,
the user making the edit tends to have higher IQ if there are fewer
total edits of the annotation. However, the edits on annotations
with fewer total edits have fewer quality tags and are shorter. We
would expect this behavior in cases when an annotation initially
has more quality tags and longer length, and the complexity may
require more edits for the annotation to reach its final state.
5 EVOLUTION OF USER BEHAVIOR
Having considered temporal dynamics of annotations and edits
with respect to arrivals on a single song or annotation, we now
analyze how user behavior changes over a user’s lifespan on Ge-
nius. By studying behavior for users of different IQ, we can better
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Figure 8: User and content statistics as a function of edit time
rank. Each line corresponds to a different total number of
edits for an annotation. Thus, each point along a line at time
rank R is the mean user statistic for users making the Rth
edit, where the computation is considered over annotations
with a fixed number of total edits. For user experience,mean
user IQ (top left) and number of annotations made by a user
(top right) both increase with edit time rank. For quality, the
mean number of quality tags (bottom left) and mean length
(bottom right) increase with edit time rank.
understand how the early and current behavior of an expert can
be distinguished from that of other users. We use these ideas in
Section 6 for early expert prediction. Similar analysis of user behav-
ior evolution on Stack Overflow has proven useful for identifying
experts based on early behavior [24].
To analyze how user behavior changes over time, we measure
cumulative averages of properties of the annotations and edits that
users make over their lifespans. We also stratify users into three
levels based on the IQ that they have accumulated. These levels
consist of users with at least 100,000 IQ (high-IQ users), users with
between 10,000 and 50,000 IQ (mid-IQ), and a group with all users.
We only include users with at least 10 annotations, and for each user
consider activity over the first 750 days after their first annotation
(in the case of annotation lifespan) or 750 days after their first edit
(in the case of edit lifespan).
In agreement with Figure 5 and the IQ diamond model in gen-
eral, users with the highest IQ tend to make relatively more first
annotations on songs (Fig. 9, top left). High-IQ users also make
relatively more first edits on annotations early in their lifespan,
although there is little difference with the general user population
later in the lifespan (Fig. 9, top right). Thus, the positive relationship
between IQ and edit time rank (Fig. 8, top left) is not likely caused
by high-IQ users making relatively fewer early edits, but by later
edits more likely coming from high-IQ users.
Quality of annotations in terms of quality tags and annotation
length generally increases over a user’s lifespan (Fig. 9, middle row).
High-IQ users use relatively more quality tags, especially early on;
however, annotation length from high-IQ users is comparable to
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Figure 9: User behavior over time, stratified by high-IQ users
(at least 100,000 IQ, blue), mid-IQ users (between 10,000 and
50,000 IQ, red), and all users (green). (Top row)High-IQ users
make more first annotations on songs or first edits on anno-
tations, especially early in their lifespan. (Middle row) High-
IQ users make use of quality tags on annotations, and mid-
or high-IQ users tend to have longer annotations. (Bottom
row) High-IQ users annotate more original lyrics and songs,
even early in their lifespan.
those of mid-IQ users. Again, annotation length is nuanced. Anno-
tation length has a mostly positive relationship with proportional
time rank (Fig. 5, bottom right), and the discrepancy may come from
high-IQ users that make more first-annotations on songs (Fig. 9, top
left). As hypothesized earlier, there may be time pressure to anno-
tate faster, driving down annotation length. Still, mid- and high-IQ
users create substantially longer annotations than the rest of the
users on the site, so there is some notion of quality or expertise
that is marked by annotation length. Finally, high-IQ users have
a tendency to annotate relatively more original lyrics and songs
(Fig. 9, bottom row).
As such information is informative for early detection of exper-
tise, we reiterate the findings that certain properties of the early
contributions of high-IQ users on the site distinguish them from
other users. From the start, high-IQ users make a higher proportion
of first annotations and edits, make higher quality annotations as
measured by number of quality tags, and annotate more original
lyrics and songs. These traits are likely beneficial to the Genius
platform, and they appear to be inherent traits of high-IQ users
upon entry to the site. In the next section, we use these traits to
develop models for early prediction of the highest IQ users.
Table 2: Predictors for classifying super experts and normal
experts, derived from the analysis in Sections 4 and 5.
a1 mean # of quality tags in first 15 annotations
a2 mean time between first 15 annotations
a3 # of first 15 annotations that are a song’s first
a4 mean originality on songs for first 15 annotations
e1 mean time between first 15 edits
e2 # of first 15 edits that are an annotation’s first
Table 3: Bootstrapped mean coefficients and confidence in-
tervals of a logit model using the predictors in Table 2 for
the outcome variable of super-expert vs. normal expert.
Predictor mean regression coeff. 95% CI
a1 0.8177 (0.590, 1.072)
a2 0.7942 (0.548, 1.074)
a3 0.5166 (0.349, 0.700)
a4 0.2623 (0.098, 0.435)
e1 -0.3832 (-0.586, -0.193)
e2 0.2281 (0.054, 0.409)
intercept 0.1127 (-0.053, 0.283)
Table 4: Classification results for various feature subsets.
Listed results are the mean and standard deviation over
1,000 random 75%/25% training/test splits. Guessing the
most common test label has mean accuracy of 0.522.
Predictors Accuracy AUC
a1, a2, a3, a4, e1, e2 .673 ± .029 .748 ± .030
a1, a2, a3, a4, e1 .671 ± .029 .744 ± .030
a1, a2, a3, a4 .659 ± .030 .733 ± .031
a1, a2, a3 .659 ± .028 .727 ± .031
a1, a2 .652 ± .030 .715 ± .033
a1 .616 ± .032 .674 ± .034
6 EARLY PREDICTION OF SUPER EXPERTS
Given the user behaviors discussed in earlier sections, we now turn
to early prediction of expertise based on user activity. To do this,
we continue to use IQ as a proxy for expertise, as it is one simple
metric that measures contributions of all types on the site, and we
set up a classification problem that uses features derived from the
first few annotations and edits of users.
First, we collected all users with at least 30 annotations and at
least 30 edits. Of these users, we label the users in the highest third
of IQ as “super experts,” as these users are above the 99.8 quantile
in IQ over all users on Genius. We label the lowest third of IQ as
“normal experts,” as these users still appear above 93.7 quantile of IQ
(having at least 30 annotations and edits leads to some accumulation
of IQ). In total, we have 784 labeled users. On average, the labeled
users have made 109 annotations and 537 edits.
We use this coarse prediction framework for several reasons.
First, IQ is only a rough measurement of expertise. Second, our IQ
data was scraped at different times, and we do not have data on
the evolution of IQ over time for users. Still, since the distribution
of contributions to the site is heavy-tailed (Fig. 2), the most active
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users contribute a large amount of content to the site, and we expect
that our IQ splits are still meaningful.
Next, we analyze a logistic model for predicting super vs. normal
experts from several content-based and edit-based predictors de-
rived from our observations of user behavior in the prior sections,
such as the fact that experts use quality tags, work on more original
songs, and often make first edits (Table 2). These predictors are
computed over the first 15 annotations and first 15 edits of the
labeled users, and were normalized to have zero mean and unit
variance. We use a bootstrapped logistic model with 10,000 samples
to estimate the mean and 95% confidence intervals of the regression
coefficients (Table 3).
The positive coefficients on a1, a3, a4, and e2 agree with our find-
ings in Section 5 that the number of quality tags, proportion of first
annotations, originality of annotated songs, and proportion of first
edits, respectively, are higher early in the lifespan of high-IQ users.
These results also substantiate our IQ diamond model, which agrees
with the importance of first annotations in detecting expertise. The
fact that a2 (time between annotations) has a positive coefficient
while e1 (time between edits) has a negative coefficient is surpris-
ing. Users with more time between their early annotations may
face less time-pressure and may make higher quality annotations.
On the other hand, users with less time between their edits may
simply make more edits. If a user is making edits early in their
lifespan, then they may have an eye for good contributions, which
presumably provides a strong signal of expertise.
Finally, we evaluate these predictors in terms of test predictions.
To do so, we randomly split the data into 75% for training and 25%
for test and averaged the test accuracy and AUC over 1,000 splits
(Table 4). Over the splits, this classifier attains a mean accuracy of
0.673 and mean AUC of 0.748, whereas a majority-class baseline
guess yields mean accuracy of 0.522. This substantial performance
gain is remarkable given that we only use limited information from
the first 15 annotations and edits.
7 DISCUSSION
Crowdsourced information platforms provide a variety of informa-
tion for the world. Here, we have analyzed various aspects of the
temporal dynamics of content and users on the Genius platform that
collects and manages crowdsourced musical knowledge. Genius has
a substantially different knowledge curation process compared to
Question-and-Answer platforms such as Stack Overflow or formal
authoritative sources like Wikipedia. In turn, we found that the
content and user dynamics have markedly different behavior from
these other well-studied platforms.
More specifically, our IQ diamond model of behavior stands in
contrast to properties of the dynamics of user contribution on Stack
Overflow, which has a similar reputation system. Our findings may
be useful in mechanism design for platforms governed by dynamics
similar to Genius. To encourage annotation coverage of a certain
song, one could incentivize experts or eventual experts to make
just a few annotations. Under the IQ diamond model, this will open
the song to the bulk of users to create more annotations. If higher
quality annotations are desired, one may incentivize experts to edit
intermediate annotations appearing at the bottom of the “U-shaped”
curve (middle of the diamond). Furthermore, some users may desire
Figure 10: There is a positive relationship between user
PageRank scores in the Genius social network and the IQ of
the user (left) or number of annotations made by the user
(right). Each blue point represents a user, and red X’s are
binned means. Many users have exactly 100 IQ, which is the
amount awarded for adding a profile picture.
that a song be annotated but do not have the skills themselves.
In this case, if they annotate some less original or “easy” lyrics,
the induced network effects may incentivize experienced users to
create high quality annotations.
Studying user behavior over time stratified by eventual expertise
revealed several traits of eventual experts that can be identified by
early behavior. We used these findings to develop strong predictors
of eventual experts. The set of predictions could be enhanced by
social features, as Genius has an underlying social network for its
users. We collected the social network data of 782,432 users and
1,777,351 directed “following” relationships amongst them, but we
do not have temporal information on the social network that would
be useful for early prediction. Still, we found that certain social
features are strongly correlated with user expertise. For instance,
Figure 10 shows that users with large PageRank scores have higher
IQ and have made more annotations. Just using PageRank as a
predictor for our experiments in Section 6 achieves a mean AUC
of 0.972, and even just using the in-degree achieves a mean AUC
of 0.977. While determining current expertise is often a useful task
for crowdsourced-information sites, it is not a difficult task when
we define expertise solely based on a public metric such as IQ.
Future Work. There are many avenues for future work based on
this Genius data or themodels we have developed. For one, we could
design experiments based on the actionable mechanism designs
described above. As another example, one could use the Genius data
to augment other music datasets [6, 9]. Conversely, other music
data may improve the analysis of the content on Genius. One may
argue that Genius is somewhat limited by its focus on lyrics since
the musical context of the lyrics is deeply important for both the
analysis and experience of songs [20].
Moreover, there is plenty of data on Genius that we did not col-
lect as well as collected data that we have not analyzed in detail.
In particular, verified annotations (annotations written by artists)
and forms of user contribution besides annotations and edits were
crawled from the site but not studied. The rich linguistic informa-
tion in the lyrics and annotations of this dataset can also be analyzed
in more depth than we have done here; for instance, we do not con-
sider the sequential and hierarchical structures in lyrics that have
been used in music information retrieval [37]. These structures add
yet another layer of depth to the organization of contributions and
content on Genius that distinguishes it from other crowdsourced
information sites.
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